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This article gives an overview over recent and current metacomputing activities of the Computing Centers at the Forschungszentrum Jülich, the GMD Forschungszentrum Informationstechnik and the University of Stuttgart. It starts with a discussion of the underlying network connections which are dedicated testbeds. A library that provides an MPI–API for metacomputing applications is presented, as well as a library that supports load–balancing and latency hiding. Finally, results from several applications ranging from tightly coupled homogeneous to loosely coupled heterogeneous metacomputing are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last years metacomputing has become a catchword among the supercomputing community. Like other catchwords it is mostly unclear what it is supposed to mean. However, commonly it describes some sort of linking together of computational resources that compete with supercomputers or try to outperform them, at least theoretically. This development is driven mainly by two ideas:

First, supercomputing resources are expensive and have a short life–cycle. They should be shared between different research centers for economical reasons. Such resources not only include supercomputers of different architectures (massively parallel and vector–based), but also high quality visualization hardware like the CAVE \cite{CAVE} and other devices that produce or consume data at high rates. An example for the latter are Magnetic Resonance (MR) Tomographs. Combining these resources leads to a heterogeneous meta-
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computer. Typical examples for such a scenario are the coupled simulation of groundwater flow and transport of contaminants in the groundwater and the real-time visualization of brain activity as described in this paper.

The second idea is that the coupling of supercomputers offers a way to increase the peak performance of a machine. In principal two T3Es could be twice as powerful as one. Typical applications for such a homogeneous metacomputing–scenario are Monte Carlo codes as described in this paper.

Since the efforts that have to be made to couple such powerful machines is high and the benefit is limited to very loosely coupled applications it is obvious that metacomputing as described here is restricted to a limited number of special applications. However, those applications can then benefit substantially from the accumulated performance of a metacomputing environment.

Metacomputing currently faces a number of problems. Some of which are well understood, others still have to be investigated thoroughly. Following a layered approach the problems are threefold.

First, there is the network problem. Coupling of remote resources requires fast and reliable networks. A resource like the internet is not designed to support the traffic characteristics of a metacomputing application. A software relying on the internet may therefore sometimes yield acceptable results and sometimes fail completely. One of the prerequisites for metacomputing is therefore to be able to provide the application with a stable and fast network connection that can be dedicated to a single application run. Typically such quality of service can be provided by ATM. But, so far, ATM–networks for research activities are not yet widely available.

Second, there is the communication problem. While each hardware vendor has adopted the MPI standard and provides his users with fast and stable implementations, there is no support for metacomputing. Since even the MPI–Forum has refused to put the topic on its todo list it is up to the user to find ways how to overcome the problem. PVM definitely is designed to overcome that problem. But then PVM is no longer the standard in the field and most users have moved to MPI and do not want to change their code for metacomputing experiments. A tool to bridge the gap between PVM and MPI would be PVMP [9]. But again this would require the user to substantially change his code. It has therefore become necessary to set up tools that provide the user with a global MPI — often called an interoperable MPI. One such tool, PACX–MPI, is described in this paper.

Third there is the application level at which one has to consider the limitations of metacomputing. Latencies even on fast networks tend to go up to several milliseconds. Even traveling at the speed of light a message traveling from Germany to the US will take about 25 milliseconds. And even though bandwidths are constantly increasing it is unlikely that external bandwidths will ever be able to compete with the internal bandwidth of a highly integrated MPP. Applications have therefore to take into consideration a substantially higher latency for communication between machines. And in addition they will have to deal with the problem of bandwidths that vary by orders of magnitude between internal and external communication. An approach to overcome this problem is latency hiding by overlapping communication with calculation. Since it is often a non–trivial task to incorporate such methods in an application, supporting libraries would be useful. Such a library is described in the load balancing section of this paper.
Besides these technical problems there is a number of organizational ones. Running metacomputing applications requires a synchronization the computing resources of several computing centers. Furthermore, the input and output data have to be distributed and collected. This is not a real problem as long as metacomputing is performed on an experimental basis. But in a production environment a secure and consistent access to distributed computing resources and data will be essential too. Research projects that address these topics include UNICORE [2] and HPCM [3].

In the following, our current activities and results in the above mentioned aspects of metacomputing: networking, tools and applications will be discussed.

2. NETWORKS

A key factor for the success of metacomputing activities are communication networks that provide high–bandwidth and low–latency connections between the components of the metacomputer. Generally, the performance available over wide area networks is low compared to the communication within a parallel computer.

In Germany, the network that connects research, science and educational institutions with each other and the rest of the internet is operated by the DFN–Verein, an association of these institutions founded in 1984. Since 1996 this network is based on ATM–technology and allows for access capacities up to 155 Mbit/s. Plans exist to extend the bandwidth into the Gbit/s range, on a national basis, in the near future. To prepare this transition, two testbeds have been set up in the western and southern parts of Germany. They will serve to evaluate new network technology as well as to gain experience with applications requiring bandwidths beyond the currently available 155 Mbit/s. In the area of scientific computation, such applications can e.g. be found in multimedia, distributed access to huge amounts of data and of course in metacomputing, which is the subject of this article.

Besides providing Gigabit networks on a national scale, there is also a requirement to interconnect supercomputers across national and continental borders. Currently, speeds in the range of several Mbit/s are possible. The German National Research Network B-WiN provided by the DFN connects the to US with a bandwidth of 2*45 Mbit/s. This bandwidth is shared by all research institutes within the DFN community. The long term performance requirements of a metacomputer, especially regarding packet losses and delay, can currently not be met by this standard Internet path. Therefore, a separate ATM-Link between the Rechenzentrum Universität Stuttgart (RUS) and the vBNS, the network that connects the US national Super Computing Centers, has been established.

2.1. Gigabit Testbed West

The first of the two German testbeds started in August 1997. It is a joint project of the Forschungszentrum Jülich and the GMD–Forschungszentrum Informationstechnik in St. Augustin close to Bonn. In the beginning the two locations — which are approximately 100 km apart — are connected by an OC–12 ATM–link (622 Mbit/s) based upon Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH/STM4) technology. The connection is provided by o.tel.o Service GmbH and uses the optical fiber infrastructure inside the power lines of the German power supplier RWE AG. Fore Systems ATM switches (ASX–1000) link the OC–12 line to the local ATM networks of the research centers. The link will be upgraded to OC–24 (1.2 Gbit/s) and OC–48 (2.4 Gbit/s) as soon as the next generation of switches
is available. This is expected for mid 1998.

For the purpose of metacomputing the CRAY supercomputer complex in Jülich, consisting of two T3E massively parallel computers and a T90 vector–computer, is connected to the IBM SP2 parallel computer in St. Augustin via the OC–12 line. Whereas networking components with gigabit capabilities are already available or will be available within the next few months, connecting the CRAY and IBM supercomputers to such a network imposes more problems.

The most convenient and simple solution — single ATM interfaces supporting OC–12 or more — will not be available before late 1998, if at all. Currently several OC–3 ATM interfaces are installed in the machines in Jülich and St. Augustin. One possible way to increase the bandwidth is to multiplex the communication of a single application over more than one interface. This is a challenge left for the application (or the underlying communication library) alone since there is no support by the operating systems.

Still there are other options to choose from. A well–established networking technology is the 'High Performance Parallel Interface' (HiPPI). Although its peak bandwidth of 800 Mbit/s can only be achieved with very large transfer–blocks (1 MByte) and a low–level protocol, the so–called framing–protocol, reasonable results can be obtained even with IP communication. In Jülich, HiPPI is used to interconnect the CRAY machines. Transfer rates of more than 400 Mbit/s can be seen for single socket–based connections. An ATM/HiPPI–gateway by Ascend Communications allows to connect an 800 Mbit/s HiPPI network to a 622 Mbit/s ATM network for IP communication. It is also possible to tunnel the HiPPI framing–protocol through the ATM connection if there is another gateway and a HiPPI device at the other end of the line.

For the IBM SP, a so called ‘SP Switch Router’ has recently been announced. It will directly connect the SP–internal High Performance Switch to an external router with a peak bandwidth of more than 1 Gbit/s.

Several SUN workstations and servers in Jülich and St. Augustin are equipped with OC–12 ATM interfaces and are connected via the Gigabit Testbed. Preliminary measurements with this equipment show a high reliability of the network and reasonable throughput. Message latency of TCP socket–connections is below 1 msec. This is consistent with the average latency of 10 msec/1000 km of the SDH/ATM–line as specified by the provider o.tel.o. The measured transfer rates for this connections are in the range of 160 Mbit/s which is well below the theoretical limit for IP connections over an OC–12 line. Measurements with two pairs of workstations, however, result in an aggregate bandwidth that is almost twice as high. This shows that the bottleneck are neither the ATM/SDH line nor the ATM switches in the path but the networking capabilities of the workstations. It should be noted, that the measurements have taken place while the participating servers were under regular workload. Using dedicated machines and tuning their kernel networking parameters is currently under way and should lead to better results.

2.2. Transatlantic Network Connections

During Summer 1997, in cooperation with RUS, the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center and the participating network providers, a transatlantic Metacomputer was established connecting the two CRAY T3Es across the Atlantic through a separate dedicated ATM Channel with a 2 Mbit/s link. For the Supercomputing '97 event, this network was
extended to Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque New Mexico, and to San Jose. Figure 1 shows the geographic extension of the transatlantic metacomputing environment during SC'97.

The Max-Planck-Institut-fuer-Plasmaphysik, Garching, used the transatlantic ATM-Link for their demonstrations at SC'97. They were connected to the dedicated ATM-Link end-point in Stuttgart through B-WiN.

2.2.1. Network Performance Issues

In the given context, the most relevant performance parameters were latency and bandwidth. With respect to latency, comparing the cross Atlantic standard path provided by DFN and the dedicated ATM-Link, it was interesting to note the effect due to the number of routers involved and the translation of packet losses into additional delays. The results achieved on the network connection between a test workstation at RUS and the CRAY T3E in Pittsburgh over the Standard Path and the dedicated Link are depicted in Table 1.

The network performance of the standard path is strongly influenced by the European working hours. During night-time, the packet loss and packet round-trip time were acceptable and a TCP throughput of approx. 250 kByte/s was achievable. However, during the daytime, the IP packet losses (with packetsize of 1 kByte) downgraded the TCP throughput to less than 50 kByte/s. The mean packet round-trip time on the standard path ranged from 150 to 300 ms.

On the dedicated ATM-Link, there were practically no packet losses (during SC’97 a small number of packet losses appeared during the change over from CANARIES ATM-
Table 1
Comparison of network performance on DFN's standard internet path vs. direct ATM Link. ¹average value (variation between 160 and 300 ms). ²variation between 150 and 155 ms. ³the socket buffer used was 64 kB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection</th>
<th>Bandwidth [Mbit/s]</th>
<th>no. of routers</th>
<th>tcp-throughput [kByte/s]³</th>
<th>packet losses [%]</th>
<th>delay [ms] day/night</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DFN</td>
<td>2*45</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50/300</td>
<td>30/3</td>
<td>180³/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM-Link</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200/-</td>
<td>0/0</td>
<td>150²/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

network to CA*Net II) with a nearly constant round-trip time of 150 ms. This good link performance resulted in a constant TCP throughput of 200 kByte/s, which is the maximum throughput available on a 2 Mbit/s ATM-Link.

The higher number of routers on the standard path introduced a relatively small latency, so in the case of a small load as seen during European night-time hours the round-trip time on the standard path is comparable to that of the direct ATM Link.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the network delay and packet losses during a 24 hour period over the standard path and the dedicated ATM-Link. The data on the dedicated ATM-Link was captured during SC’97, the data on the standard path some time after SC’97.

As is well known, the TCP performance on links with large bandwidth times delay products is strongly dependant upon the TCP Window size, which is configured on the end-systems through the TCP socket buffer sizes. The following figure shows that on the 2 Mbit/s ATM-Link a socket buffer size of 64 kByte is required for maximum TCP throughput.

2.2.2. Political Issues
Using the vBNS, as shown in Figure 3 above, required the formal approval of the National Science Foundation. The SC’97 preparation and demonstration was the first involving a non-US center accessing the 'project only' network infrastructure. At the same time, useful discussions were conducted between the DFN and the NSF regarding the global context and placement of the STAR TAP (Science, Technology and Research Transit Access Point) in Chicago as an international exchange point and its geographical relation to the DFN and Europe’s Point-of-Presence close to Washington DC.

3. TOOLS
3.1. PACX–MPI
PACX–MPI was developed to allow to extend MPI [4] communication beyond the boundary of an MPP system. Typically, on such systems an optimized version of MPI is offered that does not allow to communicate outside that system. Only recently commercial implementations have come up that allow to run one single MPI application across a series of machines. But then again the user is restricted to one hardware vendor [5,6]. Public domain implementations of MPI like MPICH [7] support clusters of machines but can
not be used to couple two or more MPPs efficiently. Another option for metacomputing would be to use PVM [8] but since MPI has become a standard for MPP programming most users have migrated from PVM to MPI already.

There is a number of projects that aim to support the MPI programmer in metacomputing but all of them require changes in code [9–11]. One of them is PVMPI [12]. PVMPI focuses specially on establishing a connection between two already running MPI applications. Whenever an MPI application starts up it creates a communicator MPI_COMM_WORLD. This communicator can not be extended to add new processes. MPI-2 will be able to do so, but so far dynamic process control is not available. Furthermore, MPI has no defined way to talk to external programs. PVMPI provides a way to overcome these restrictions. By incorporating some parts of PVM into MPI the user is given the opportunity to create an intercommunicator from the two separate MPI_COMM_WORLDS of the two applications running. On this newly defined intercommunicator point-to-point communication is possible.

The disadvantages of that concept with respect to our intended project are twofold. First, we would have to add some non-MPI calls to the application, making it impossible to run the same code on one or two machines at the highest possible performance. Second, this would have meant to redesign the code in order to reduce the communication
between processes running on different machines to simple send/recv communication. We therefore decided to implement PACX–MPI as a transparent extension to existing MPI implementations.

The first version of PACX–MPI evolved from a project aiming to exploit at the same time the advantages of an MPP system and of a vector-supercomputer. Some parts of the code used in that project performed excellently on an Intel Paragon. They were well fit for a distributed memory system with a high speed network. Other parts only performed well on a Cray YMP vector-supercomputer. The idea behind the initial project was therefore to let the parallel parts of the program be run on the distributed memory machine while the vector parts would run on the vector machine and both could communicate in one MPI world [13]. At that time no MPI implementation was available that would have allowed to integrate the two machines into one single environment and at the same time exploit the performance of the fast network of the Intel Paragon. Later on this concept of connecting a vector supercomputer as an additional processor to an MPP was extended to couple two or more MPPs in one single computing resource [14,15].

The goals of these projects were the following:

- Provide the user with a single virtual machine on which MPI applications can be loaded. No changes to the code are necessary.
- Use highly tuned MPI for internal communication on each MPP.
- Rely on fast standard communication protocols for external communication.

### 3.1.1. Basic Concept

The concept of PACX–MPI is based on two major design decisions:
• Design PACX–MPI as an intermediate layer between the application and the communication protocol.

• Let all external communication be done by two servers that are responsible for incoming and outgoing traffic respectively.

There are some advantages and some disadvantages in that concept that should be briefly discussed here. Using two servers that have to handle all communication between the MPPs involved means to implement a bottleneck for all external communication. However, it makes it easier to handle all external traffic by reducing the number of connections that have to be supervised. Furthermore, one has to take into account that in most scenarios a bottleneck is already constituted by the fact that physically there is only one connection available and that all external communication has to be routed through one I/O node of the MPP.

The layered approach seems to be the most flexible solution to reach the goal of highest performance on both internal and external communication. Although one has to implement all MPI calls as separate PACX–MPI calls one may very easily decide about communication methods without having to touch either the local MPI implementation or the remote communication software of the two servers. Furthermore, such a layered approach allows to easily optimize global communication and global operations that otherwise may harm the performance of an application running in a metacomputing scenario.

3.1.2. Implementation

PACX–MPI has been implemented in C. For external communication standard TCP/IP protocol is used [16]. However, there is also a version of the interface available that is based on HiPPI. Like MPI, PACX–MPI has language bindings for FORTRAN 77 and ANSI C. But while MPI consists of more than 120 function calls PACX–MPI was restricted to a smaller number. It mainly implements those functions that are the most frequently used ones and omits the ones that are not that important for numerical simulations. At this time PACX–MPI supports the following calls:

• Initialization and control of the environment

• Standard point-to-point communication

• Collective operations:
  - MPI_Barrier, MPI_Bcast, MPI_Reduce and MPI_Allreduce

• Standard nonblocking communication

In addition to these calls, communicator constructs have been implemented and are currently in the testing phase. These will allow normal usage of communicator constructs across the machines without restrictions.

Point-to-point Communication:

The handling of a point-to-point communication is shown in the next figure. Since PACX–MPI provides an MPI_COMM_WORLD across the two machines involved there has to be a mapping of local process numbering and global one. Numbers in the squares
indicate this global node numbering. If global node 6 wants to send a message to global node 2 the following steps are taken:

- Node 6 calls an MPI_Send specifying node 2 in communicator MPI_COMM_WORLD as destination. This call is processed by the PACX–MPI library.

- PACX–MPI finds that global node 2 is on the other machine. So it has to hand the message over to the PACX-server. For this the message is split into a command package and a data package. The command package contains all envelope information of the original MPI call plus some information for PACX–MPI.

- Both packages are compressed to reduce network traffic and sent over to the other systems incoming communication node. There, data is uncompressed and the command package is interpreted.

- Using this information a normal MPI_Send to the destination node is issued. The return value of this call is handed back to the first system to be handed back to the original sender.

Global Communication:
For a global communication things become even more complicated. The next figure shows how a broadcast to MPI_COMM_WORLD from root 6 is handled correctly on two machines using PACX–MPI.

The following steps are taken:
• Node 6 first sends a command package describing the broadcast and the data to be broadcast to the outgoing communication node.

• It then does a broadcast in a communicator PACX_Comm_1 especially provided by PACX–MPI to include all local application nodes.

• The outgoing communication node meanwhile hands the information over to the second MPP’s incoming communication node.

• This node now sets up a normal MPI_Bcast from the command package and the data package and distributes it in a second communicator PACX_Comm_2 provided by PACX–MPI including the incoming node and all local application nodes.

This concept for global communication allows to overlap communication to the second MPP and internal communication. Furthermore, the local broadcast communication on the two machines is done asynchronously.

3.1.3. Performance

Some measurements of performance of PACX–MPI have been done for standard benchmarks like the ping-pong test [17]. Those tests were performed in the frame of a testbed in which a T3E at Stuttgart and a T3E at Pittsburgh were interconnected by a dedicated 2 Mbit connection. The results for latency are as follows:

• The overhead incurred on internal communication by the layered approach is about 3 microseconds. Latency for internal communication is increased from about 16 microseconds to about 19 microseconds.

• Latency incurred by usage of the TCP/IP protocol is in the range of 4 milliseconds. This compares well to results known from usage of the TCP/IP protocol in clusters of workstations.

• The latency across the transatlantic connection is in the range of 75 milliseconds where 70 milliseconds are imposed by the network.

Also for bandwidth acceptable results can been seen so far:

• The overhead incurred on internal communication only reduces bandwidth by about 3 percent from 307 MB/s to 297 MB/s for Cray’s MPI.

• Bandwidth on the transatlantic network connection goes up to about 1 Mbit/sec which is acceptable.

3.1.4. Applications

Since PACX–MPI is developed to meet the needs of special applications all development was thoroughly tested with respect to the performance that our applications could achieve. Results for two applications will be given below. They show clearly that usage of PACX–MPI on a very low bandwidth network limits the range of applications to a small subset. The main focus will be on loosely coupled applications that are able to hide latencies in the range of tens of milliseconds. As network bandwidth on wide area networks is growing
bandwidth on the other hand will not become a critical issue for metacomputing. The first test results however show that metacomputing is worth doing and that PACX–MPI can substantially contribute to that.

3.1.5. Future Work
Experiments have shown that the choice of protocol may severely influence the latency and bandwidth that can be achieved. Since in the future fast network connections will be based on ATM, it is planned to base external communication of PACX–MPI on ATM directly rather than using TCP.

Furthermore, we will have to extend the functionality of PACX–MPI to be able to support a wider range of applications. The user should however be aware of the fact that a metacomputing application will only perform well if sophisticated functions of MPI that require tightly coupled processors and fast networks are avoided.

Currently PACX–MPI has been installed on an Intel Paragon, a Cray T3E and an IBM SP2. A version for a Hitachi SR2201 is in work. In a next step PACX–MPI will be ported to machines of the NEC SX series to be able to couple those vector computers to an MPP. Furthermore, PACX-MPI is in use by several research centers in Germany and the USA that provide feedback for further development.

3.2. Optimizing and Load Balancing Metacomputing Applications
Practical applications often fail to utilize the potential of metacomputers. Using the available memory is no particular problem [17], and also the distribution of different programs between different computers, each one being a part of a larger application, was done successfully [21]. But it is still quite difficult to get a speed-up when distributing one, possible tightly-coupled code. Even when coupling different programs, it might be desirable to further speed-up one of the programs (e.g. to get a better load balance) by using processors available on the other machine. So while we will only examine tightly-coupled, single applications in this section, the ideas apply to a broad range of metacomputing applications.

Our first experiments were done in the Regional Testbed NRW [22,23], were we tried to distribute a tightly-coupled application across a metacomputer (see chapter 4.1). But in this application we not only got a slow-down when remote processors were added, even the metacomputer itself did not scale: the run time increased, when further processors were added [22]. This difficulty has been observed in many metacomputing projects, see e.g. [17,24,25].

The reasons for this unexpected behavior are manifold: First of all, the high latency of the external connection slows down the algorithm significantly. Most algorithms are tuned for a homogeneous machine and a fast interconnection network. Therefore no attention is spent to latency-hiding, which results in a general slow-down if some of the interconnects, the external ones, are slower than the internal ones. Existing message-passing libraries like MPI [4,7] or PVM [26] actually hide this kind of heterogeneity. While this makes developing parallel programs easier, it makes it difficult to optimize communication, for example by combining several messages into only one external message. This is of course due to the lack of application-specific information, they do not know which messages can be combined without causing a deadlock. For the programmer it is quite a lot of work to perform this straightforward optimization.
Another reason for the performance loss is the comparatively low bandwidth of external connections. The performance of modern ATM connections seems to be comparable with the internal communications: the Cray T3E offers a bandwidth of approximately 270 MByte/s (using MPI), the SP-2 installed at the GMD offers a bandwidth of approximately 80 MBytes/s and the ATM connection between Jülich and the GMD has a theoretical peak performance of about 77 MByte/s. But this comparison is misleading: an MPP system offers this bandwidth between a large number of PEs at the same time which enables an application to exchange more than 138 Gigabyte of data per second on a 512 processor T3E. For a real application this ’overall’-bandwidth must be considered to get an idea of the influence which the external communication will have.

The third problem is load balance. Even when using two computers of the same kind, there are often speed differences due to different compiler or library versions, different amounts of memory per processor, sometimes also different hardware (clock speed etc.). On the one hand, this is one of the great advantages of metacomputing: if an application shows an inherent static load imbalance, it can be easy to get a much better load balance by running some processes on a faster computer. In [22] an example is given, where the runtime of a program was reduced by a factor of nearly two simply by placing one process on a node of the SP2 instead of the Intel Paragon. On the other hand, a previously load-balanced application may be imbalanced on the metacomputer.

We therefore looked for a way to optimize an existing application without changing the underlying algorithm or forcing too many changes to the application itself. The most important point is to optimize the external communication by combining external messages between the machines to one message, so that we loose only time for one startup [22]. If possible, we would like to overlap communication and computation, so that even this startup time can be hidden.

We are trying to reach these goals by using a specialized library, which will have more information about the communication structure of the program than a general message-passing library and use these data to improve the performance. We assume a simple structure of a parallel program like the one suggested in [27], which is typical for a wide variety of programs. In this model each process performs three different kinds of operations (for simplicity we are neglecting the initialization and clean-up phase here):

- Local computations involving no communication. All processes work in parallel without having to exchange any data or synchronize.
- Neighbor communication: in this case, data are exchanged with ‘neighbor’ processes. This requires a synchronization with the neighbor processes, but no global synchronization.
- Global communication; this involves a synchronization of all processes.

Assuming this parallel program structure, the only application-specific data the new communication library needs is the communication structure, i.e. which processors are considered to be neighbors and therefore exchange data in the neighbor communication phase. Having this information available, the library can multiplex messages which are sent to the same remote machine by combining them into one, thus reducing the number of ex-
ternal messages. This combined message is distributed ('demultiplexed') to the proper receiving processes by one process on the remote machine.

To enable the overlap of computation and communication without having to change the algorithm we use the concept of 'virtual processors' or 'virtual processes' [28, 29]. This means that the application is distributed on more processors than physically available. Each physical processor gets a number of virtual processes and has to schedule them for computing. The advantage of virtual processors are twofold: Firstly, by an appropriate scheduling it is possible to perform some latency hiding. Secondly, they can be used for load balancing purposes. In Figure 6 an example is shown, in which 8 processors on each of two machines form a metacomputer. By using 9 virtual processes on each machine, you have up to three different kind of virtual processes on each processor: processes which have to communicate with a remote processor, processes which only have to do local (meaning within the same machine) communication, and processes which only have to communicate with processes on the same processors. By an appropriate scheduling, i.e. first execute the processes, which have to use external communication, then processes, which will communicate locally and at last start the remaining processes, it is possible to overlap the communication time with computation of the remaining processes. Of course, this will increase the number of messages (while reducing the size of each message) within the system, since more processes have to exchange data. As a first optimization, messages which are sent to the same receiving processor are combined into one message, which is sent as soon as all virtual processes, which have to send data to the receiver, have computed their new values. This ensures that not more messages are sent by using virtual processors than by using only one process on each processor\(^3\). Furthermore, external messages, messages sent to a virtual process on a different machine, are sent to one 'collector'-process on the same machine, which in turn combines these messages and sends only one external message to a remote machine. On the receiver side, this message is demultiplexed and then locally distributed to the proper receiving processors which in turn take these messages apart, so that the messages for each virtual process is produced.

Virtual processes can also be used to improve static load balance. By increasing or

---

\(^3\)Internal messages, a message for a virtual process on the same processor, remain within the memory of a processor so that no additional cost is involved.
decreasing the number of virtual processes on a processor the different speeds of the processors can be compensated for.

### 3.3. Implementation

There are different ways to implement virtual processes:

- Run several processes on each processor, each realizing one virtual process. The disadvantage of this implementation are the high cost for context switching and the additional operations for exchanging internal messages.

- Generate several threads on each processor, one for each virtual process. Since threads are not available on the Cray T3E this possibility was not considered. Additionally one has to deal with the differences between thread libraries on different machines.

- Use only one process (and one thread) on each processor and let this process simulate the different virtual processes. The additional benefit of this implementation is the easy and platform-independent way of scheduling the virtual processes. Otherwise, changes to the operating system or thread libraries would be necessary to implement the intended scheduling, which in turn would be a major obstacle in a metacomputing environment due to incompatibilities across the different machines.

We decided to implement the virtual processes by simulating them within one process. A prototype of this library, programmed in C++, is being developed and tested.

### 3.4. Results

We used the library for the algorithmic kernel of a partial differential equation solver, a multigrid code which solves a system of linear equations with of 2.3 million variables. Figure 7 shows our first results, where we used the same number of processors on each machine (so ‘8’ processors means, that we used 4 processors on the Cray T3E, and 4 processors on the IBM SP2). We compared a ‘standard’ distribution, using one (virtual) process on each processor, with a distribution, which used 16 virtual processes on each processor. Not only was the optimized implementation faster than the original version (as much as ten times on 32 processors), it was also possible to get a speed-up by adding additional processors to the metacomputer. This experiment was done without paying attention to load-balancing, each SP2 processor had the same amount of work to do as a T3E processor. As soon as the static load-balancing scheme is enabled, we expect to get even better results.

### 4. APPLICATIONS

#### 4.1. TRACE/PARTRACE

The program TRACE (Transport of Contaminants in Environmental Systems) simulates the flow of water in variably saturated, porous, heterogeneous media. It is used in combination with the program PARTRACE (PARticle TRACE) for 3-D simulations of particle transport in ground water [30]. The programs have been developed at the Institute for Petroleum and Organic Geochemistry at the Forschungszentrum Jülich. TRACE is based upon 3DFEMWATER, a ground water simulation code by Yeh [31]. PARTRACE
Figure 7. Runtime of the multigrid program: comparison of the non-optimized program, using one virtual process per processor, and the optimized program, where external messages are combined and communication is overlapped with communication.

performs a Monte–Carlo simulation of the particle transport, while TRACE uses a finite–
element discretization of the model equations. To allow for a large number of elements — which are needed for realistic simulations — the program was parallelized at the Central Institute for Applied Mathematics (ZAM) in Jülich using a domain decomposition [32]. Following Schwarz’ method [33], the linear equation that has to be solved in each timestep, is solved separately in each domain. Then the boundaries are exchanged between the domains and the process is repeated until a global convergence is reached.

In an earlier metacomputing project of the FZ Jülich and the GMD, ‘Distributed Massively Parallel Computer’ [23], the IBM SP2 of the GMD was coupled with the Intel Paragon XP/S 10 in Jülich via an OC–3 ATM line. For this metacomputer a message–passing library, that would allow applications to run distributed, was necessary. As at that time no such library existed, an especially adapted version (7.X) of the Parmacs library [34] was implemented by Pallas for the needs of the project. Parmacs made the heterogeneity of the metacomputer completely transparent for the application. Each computing node could communicate with every other node of the metacomputer regardless of its location. The obvious advantage of this approach is that existing message–passing applications like TRACE could easily be ported to the metacomputer.

The problem, however, is that the application is not aware of the heterogeneity of the metacomputer. Huge differences in bandwidth and latency between communication inside and between the two massively parallel computers result in dramatically increased communication time and reduced efficiency. A further complication is that the difference in floating–point performance leads to a load–imbalance although the program is perfectly balanced on a homogeneous system.

Efforts have been made to overcome these problems with some success. The load–
imbalance was resolved by choosing the domain sizes in the decomposition proportional to the floating–point performance of the computing nodes. The communication bottleneck was addressed by modifying the topology of the domain decomposition such that only one pair of nodes had to exchange messages over the external connection [22]. Nevertheless the main result of these investigations is that a tightly–coupled homogeneous application is not a good candidate for metacomputing due to the gap between internal and external communication performance.

Therefore, a different strategy is pursued in our current metacomputing activities. In their present versions, TRACE and PARTRACE are independent programs that ‘communicate’ via files. TRACE simulates the water flow until a stationary flow evolves and writes the resulting fields into a file which is then used as input for the particle simulation that is done by PARTRACE. The main reason for this splitting was that the memory requirements for a reasonable spatial resolution and number of particles could not be fulfilled simultaneously.

It is considered a serious restriction of this approach that the simulation of particle transport is limited to stationary flows. Running both applications simultaneously on a metacomputer and exchanging the data via message–passing will resolve this limitation. This approach is well–suited for our metacomputing environment for the following reasons. The applications are only loosely coupled, in the sense that an exchange of data only takes place at most once per timestep. This involves a large amount of data, because the complete fields representing the flow have to be communicated between the two machines. Inside the program TRACE less data (only boundaries between the domains) have to be exchanged, but more often: about 10 to 15 times per timestep until global convergence of the Schwarz method is achieved. Communicating the fields representing the water flow from TRACE to PARTRACE still requires a high bandwidth — we expect up to 300 MBit/s for realistic simulations. The main advantage of the new approach is that, although the latency in the testbed is rather high, it is not a critical factor, since information flows in one direction only. A final point is that some kind of static load–balancing has to be introduced when running TRACE and PARTRACE on two computers. This can simply be done by choosing the number of processors used in each machine appropriately.

The basis of the coupled application is the ‘homogeneous’ version of TRACE, which does not include the earlier metacomputing–specific optimizations. This is due to the fact that TRACE itself will not be run distributed and the metacomputing–optimizations introduce some overhead into the program. However, running TRACE distributed as in the earlier experiment on the new metacomputer yields some rule–of–a–thumb factor of the improvements since the former project. It should be noted that a lot of things have changed since then, so this factor may vary from application to application.

- The Paragon was replaced by a T3E-900. Besides the higher performance of the T3E, this removed the additional overhead of data conversion. T3E and SP2 both use IEEE–arithmetic with the same byte order. Only the lengths of the integer datatypes differ.

- The network connection is faster. In the former project, the gross bandwidth was 34 Mbit/s. The OC–3 ATM interface of the T3E is the limiting factor in our current configuration.
Table 2
Execution time of TRACE for different (meta–)computer configurations and communication libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Library</th>
<th>No. of Nodes</th>
<th>exec. time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP2 Parmacs 7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS Parmacs 7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS — SP2 Parmacs 7</td>
<td>2+2</td>
<td>1173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4+4</td>
<td>1398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2 MPI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3E MPI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3E — SP2 MPI–PACX</td>
<td>2+2</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4+4</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The communication library was Parmacs then and now is MPI–PACX. PACX had to be modified to support the coupling of a T3E and an SP2. This was not difficult, because PACX already contained some mechanisms to support heterogeneity and the data types on both machines are almost identical.

- Some new features of TRACE have not been used in the comparison, so they should not have influenced execution time. Porting TRACE from Parmacs to MPI had some effect, as can be seen from the results.

The results of our measurements are shown in Table 2. All of them use a version of TRACE that does not contain any metacomputing–specific optimizations. The test case is a $31^3$ grid. The execution times given are for 15 time–steps and do not include the time needed for reading the initial data from disk and writing the results back to disk.

As can be seen, the execution time on the SP2 alone has been reduced about 35%. This is due to the change of the communication library. While Parmacs was layered on top of the SP2–native MPL, we now use the native MPI implementation by IBM. Improvements in the compilers might also have some influence.

In both metacomputers, load–imbalance is introduced by the different performance of the components. As was demonstrated in detail by the former project, the effective floating–point performance of the metacomputer is determined by the slower machine [23], because the additional power of the faster machine is wasted by idle waiting for communication with the slower one. The same effect can of course be seen here. Whereas the execution time on the XPS/10 with Parmacs was more than 7 times longer than on the SP2 with MPI, the bandwidth and latency of the network connection have only been improved by a factor of 4. Therefore the scaling of the application — when run on the metacomputer — should be worse than before. This is exactly what we observe: the penalty for running TRACE distributed is larger for both the 2+2 and the 4+4 processors case. The fact that the slow–down from 2+2 to 4+4 processors is smaller is
due to optimizations in PACX that reduce the extra effort for sending smaller messages. This supports our conclusion that tightly coupled homogeneous applications should not be run on a metacomputer (at least without extra efforts like those described in section 3.2).

4.2. Current Activities, Future Plans

In the case of TRACE/PARTRACE the motivation for metacomputing is mainly the size of the problem. The heterogeneous structure of the problem qualifies it for our geographically distributed environment. Besides that, several other applications that can benefit from metacomputing for different reasons, are currently under investigation — in cooperation of several institutes in the FZ Jülrich, the GMD and other locations — as part of the Gigabit Testbed West project.

Two applications arise from experiments on brain activity, which are performed by the Institute of Medicine in the FZ Jülrich. One of them is the Analysis of magnetoencephalography data. The magnetic field around a human head is measured with an array of superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs). From these data, the distribution of electric currents in the brain can be reconstructed by solving an inverse problem. In Jülrich, this is done with the ’Multiple Signal Classification’ (MUSIC) algorithm [35]. With MUSIC parameters of a finite number of current dipoles are obtained in two phases [36]. The positions of the dipoles are estimated in phase 1, orientation and strength in phase 2. Phase 1 involves a nonlinear optimization, which is done best on a massively parallel system. Phase 2 is a least–squares problem, which is well–suited for a vector computer. In the current configuration, execution time is not really critical, since the calculations don’t have to be performed in realtime. Nevertheless, this application is a good candidate for heterogeneous metacomputing, because it can benefit from running distributed on different supercomputer architectures and does not suffer from latency problems, since data has to be transferred mainly in one direction — from phase 1 to phase 2.

Another experiment in Jülrich that deals with brain activity is based on Magnetic Resonance (MR) Tomography. Here a test person is exposed to e.g. periodic visual or acoustic stimulations. The areas of brain activity are identified from temporal correlations of the MR data. Therefore time series of tomographic data have to be corrected for head movement and then correlated. The results are visualized in 3–D. In order to allow interactive response of the experimentalist, all this has to be done in realtime. The high hardware requirements for this project can be met by the project partners in the FZ Jülrich and the GMD. The necessary computing power is available in both locations, a tomograph in Jülrich and an SGI visualization server (as well as the visualization know–how) in the GMD. It should be noted that a similar application has recently been demonstrated by the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center [37].

Another metacomputing project that will use the Jülrich–St. Augustin metacomputer deals with the distributed calculation of climate and weather models. Here, the Alfred–Wegener–Institute (AWI), the German Climate Computing Center (DKRZ) and the GMD will use the supercomputers in Jülrich and St. Augustin for a coupled simulation of atmospheric processes and the ocean–ice system. The approach is promising, because these subsystems are only loosely coupled — by the exchange of energy and water at the ocean
surface. For this purpose existing codes will be modified and coupled. Further projects like 'Multimedia applications in a Gigabit–WAN' have been set up in the framework of the Gigabit Testbed West, but are beyond the scope of this paper.

4.3. Transatlantic Metacomputing applications

In the frame of the metacomputing projects at RUS a transatlantic cooperation was set up to run applications on the T3Es of Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC) and the High Performance Computing Center at Stuttgart. Additionally the research group had access to a T3E at San Diego Supercomputing Center. So tests could be performed either across the transatlantic connection or via vBNS.

The critical point for an application in such a metacomputing scenario is the latency. Latencies across the Atlantic go up to about 70 milliseconds imposed by the hardware only. PACX–MPI adds some 4-5 milliseconds to that. The most critical point for an application is therefore to hide away as much as possible latency. Other points that inhibit performance are the following:

- Parallel I/O: A lot of applications still dedicate one node to read in the data at the beginning and distribute all information to the other nodes. While on an MPP the overhead caused may still be acceptable in a metacomputing scenario this is a serious bottleneck. This problem can be seen in our applications. Future work in metacomputing will have to deal with the problem not to have only parallel I/O on one single system - as will be provided by MPI-2 very soon - but to find also ways to distribute I/O across a cluster of MPPs.

- In consequence this will require to provide the user with a distributed file system that allows for handling of distributed data.

- Based on such a distributed file system another critical feature will be the distributed visualization of data. At HLRS a distributed visualization environment was developed that will provide such functionality [18].

4.3.1. URANUS

The Navier-Stokes solver URANUS (Upwind Relaxation Algorithm for Non-equilibrium flows of the University of Stuttgart) was developed at the Institute for Space Systems at the University of Stuttgart [19]. It is used for the simulation of non-equilibrium flows around reentry vehicles in a wide altitude-velocity range. The unsteady, compressible Navier-Stokes equations in the integral form are discretized in space using a cell-centered finite volume approach. The inviscid fluxes are formulated in the physical coordinate system and calculated with Roe/Abgrall’s approximate Riemann solver. Second order accuracy is achieved by a linear extrapolation of the characteristic variables from the cell-centers to the cell faces.

To compute large 3-D problems, the URANUS code was parallelized at RUS [20]. Since the code is based on a regular grid a domain decomposition was chosen. This results in a perfect load balancing and an easy handling of communication topology. An overlap of two cells guarantees numerical stability of the algorithm.
So far the code is split into three phases (pre-processing, processing and post-processing). Pre-processing is still done sequentially. One node reads in all data, does some pre-processing work, and distributes data to the other nodes. This may be a serious bottleneck when we simulate larger configurations and it will surely compromise parallel efficiency. Therefore, a future version based on a multiblock approach will provide parallel input. Experiments show us that this can dramatically reduce the startup phase of the code.

To adapt the code for metacomputing the following steps are taken:

- Eliminate the bottleneck of reading in data on one node only. This will not only eliminate the I/O bottleneck, but since data must no longer be distributed to all nodes, network traffic can be substantially reduced.

- Reduce communication in the solver part by not updating the right hand side after each iteration. This may affect the solver and the stability of the method. Experiments have to be done to find a tradeoff between network traffic reduction and convergence speed.

- Extensively overlap communication and computation to reduce idle times for all processes.

Performance:

The ultimate goal of metacomputing is to solve very large problems. Metacomputing provides more memory than is available on one machine and hopefully more performance. But while it is easy to double main memory by simply adding a second machine, the performance gained by the additional machine depends on the network connection.

So when looking at performance for metacomputing, one has primarily to look at latency and bandwidth of the available network. Theoretical peak bandwidth of current networks can go up to 622 Mbit/s, but this may be available only for a short time window and may be rather expensive. Latency can not be reduced at will to compete with integrated systems. So overall performance for metacomputing will always depend on how much latency can be reduced.

The application tested is not yet adapted for metacomputing. It does no latency hiding and uses some collective operations. And due to the I/O bottleneck, results can not be expected to be spectacular. In the following we give the overall time that it takes to solve a medium sized problem (880,000 grid cells). Timings as given here include pre-processing, processing and post-processing. Since it was difficult to do testing on more than one machine we calculated only 10 iterations. Normally it needs from 200 to 10000 iterations for the code to converge. But these first test results certainly point out the metacomputing challenges we face.

Running 10 iterations we compare the results of a simulation on a single machine using 128 nodes and on two machines using 2 times 64 nodes. A first test run shows that time for the processing part goes up from 102.4 seconds on one machine to 157 seconds on two machines. Obviously the overhead imposed by the higher latency is more than 50 percent. Time for pre-processing goes up from 272 seconds to 508 seconds. The code than was adapted for metacomputing a little bit. This meant to reduce the number of global communications. On one machine this reduced processing time to about 91 seconds and
pre-processing time to about 269 seconds. In the metacomputing environment processing time was reduced to 150 seconds and pre-processing time to about 480 seconds. In the next step asynchronous message-passing was introduced. It helped to reduce processing time to 117 seconds for the metacomputing scenario.

It is obvious that PACX–MPI imposes such a high overhead on the communication by using TCP that for the non-optimized version of PACX–MPI and without having changed the code of URANUS we see a slow down for all problem sizes even if we are on the same machine. However, the message that we see from these first results is that timings remain nearly constant which implies that it is latency that slows down the calculation. If we then go to two machines, we see an additional slow down and again nearly constant values for timings. Again it seems that latency dominates the results.

4.3.2. P3T-PSMC

P3T-PSMC is an object oriented Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Code that employs an orthogonal design based on the P3T (Parallel/Physics/Particle 3D Tools) kit in development at the Institute for Computer Applications of the Stuttgart University for general particle tracking applications.

Monte Carlo codes are well suited for metacomputing since they show an excellent ratio of communication and computation. First results in the metacomputing scenario on the transatlantic connection show good performance. For small number of particles the metacomputing shows some overhead. But already for about 15000 particles no time difference can be seen between running the code on 60 nodes of one machine or on 30 nodes each of two machines. Up to 125000 particles timings for one time step are the same. Only for 500000 particles a difference of about 3 percent can be seen. This indicates that the amount of data to be sent is too large to still be handled by the 2 Mbit/s connection. However, during Supercomputing 97 based on PACX-MPI the program was able to set a new world record for molecular dynamics simulating a crystal with 1.4 billion particles on two T3Es using 1024 processors.

5. CONCLUSION

The examples in this contribution show that various problems we have to face in metacomputing environments are quite well understood. The evolution of the Wide Area networks is continuously enhancing the available bandwidth, but the latency is already approaching the limit imposed by the speed of light. Therefore applications have to be selected carefully for metacomputing. To keep the effort for porting applications to a metacomputer acceptable supporting tools and libraries are essential. With PACX–MPI, an easy-to-use yet efficient message-passing library has been developed and is used successfully in several metacomputing applications. Experiments with several such applications show that latency hiding and load-balancing are important when performance is an issue. A library that supports these two key-points is currently under development and shows promising preliminary results.

Other concepts for optimization still have to be investigated. Using parallel I/O and making explicit use of the heterogeneity of the applications by appropriately mapping it on the different components of the metacomputer are such concepts. Also, using networking protocols different from TCP/IP can substantially reduce latency and enhance bandwidth.
— when the distance between the connected supercomputers is not too large. Several projects which are just starting up address these points.
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